June 23, 2022
Virtual Meeting

Agenda

11:00 am - 12:30 pm
deq.nc.gov/climate-council

Welcome and Introductions  11:00-11:05

Executive Order 246  11:05-11:35
- Overview
- Environmental Justice Updates
- Workforce Diversity
- Deep Decarbonization Pathways Analysis
- Clean Transportation Plan
  Jeremy Tarr, Jimmie Bellamy, Andrea DeSantis & Zach Pierce of Governor Cooper’s Policy Office

Governor Cooper’s Recommended Budget  11:35-11:40
  Jeremy Tarr

State Building Efficiency  11:40-12:10
  Matthew Davis and Julie Pfeiffer of DEQ State Energy Office

Public engagement  12:10-12:30
Individuals and organizations may provide input to cabinet agencies on their implementation of the EO. Oral presentations will be limited to 2 minutes.